Pharmacology of Alzheimer’s Disease: Appraisal and Prospects
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The pharmacology of Alzheimer’s disease is a new field inaugurated by the marketing of tacrine in 1994. Publications on the subject are growing exponentially, with a marked mismatch between the expectations of the public and families and medical and scientific information. Drug development up to the final stages is certainly a long, expensive and complex process [1]; Alzheimer’s disease is, due to a multicomposite pathophysiology, enriched by the continuing progress in neurosciences; the intellectual and financial power of the pharmaceutical industry cannot compare to the teams of large research organizations or universities; teams of doctors have become better organized in the form of networks and multidisciplinary teams and now provide unprecedented medical support for these patients, who were previously somewhat neglected. However, the ideal drug, able to eradicate this apparent epidemic observed all over the world, is still not available. The objective of this article is not to propose just another review of “The Pharmacology of Alzheimer’s Disease”, but to present the conclusions of a group of experts in neurology and pharmacology in terms of a reappraisal of pharmacological research and prospects for the future development of drugs to treat dementias.
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Abstract
Ten years after the introduction of the first drug, tacrine, in the treatment of Alzheimer’s disease, it seems appropriate to reappraise the pharmacological processes of innovation in the research field of dementia. The aim of this review is to pinpoint concrete improvements achieved in this field, regarding experimental methods and clinical evaluation of the compounds, as well as the neurochemistry of the disease and cellular targets to consider in priority. This review deals with this objective in three parts: (1) assessment of current therapeutics, (2) discussion of the experimental models and clinical practices and (3) prospective drugs of the future. The implementation of considered strategies will require the involvement and close cooperation between political decisions, pharmaceutical companies and the scientific community.
Assessment of Cholinesterase Inhibitors  
10 Years after Marketing

The regulatory approval of tacrine, 10 years ago, profoundly modified the approach to Alzheimer’s disease, not so much in terms of its efficacy, real but limited, but because it overcame the resignation in relation to this disease, triggering an intense research and development activity and opening the way to pharmacological management of this disease [2]. Cholinesterase inhibitors have also played an important role in terms of the clinical data that they have provided, as they have revolutionized the classification of dementias by refuting the prevailing concept of heterogeneity.

The marketing of donepezil, in 1997, marked a new step forward, by eliminating the risk of serious hepatoxic adverse effects associated with the use of tacrine. Other drugs were subsequently launched, each providing a new pharmacological feature, resulting in continuing progress over the years: rivastigmine in 1998, followed by galantamine in 2000. Galantamine, for example, provided an additional mechanism, allosteric stimulation of nicotinic receptors [3]. In the absence of comparative clinical trials, the clinical expression of this progress can be illustrated by the progressive extension of the indications, the duration of long-term benefit, the beneficial effects on psychological and behavioural disorders and on attentional deficits. In any case, these molecules demonstrated their therapeutic value, leading to the official marketing authorisation (MA). Clinical trials have shown that cholinesterase inhibitors provided superior improvement to placebo (despite the fact that there is a lasting and marked placebo effect in this disease, probably related to the effect of management) over a period of 6 months to 1 year on major endpoints (cognition, psychological and behavioural disorders, attentional deficits) and delayed institutionalization (maintenance of a social and family life, relief of caregiver burden), with a pharmaco-economic correlation, that is now universally accepted. Table 1 presents the main characteristics of these 4 molecules.

A review of cholinesterase inhibitors also raises the question of the other molecules which failed to reach final-stage development. In most cases, termination of the development of these molecules was due to toxic risks (for example, metrifonate and a myasthenia syndrome, xanomeline and postural hypotension), but also by drug company policy decisions.

It is also interesting to recall the history of cognitive enhancers, for which an MA has never been granted for the treatment of Alzheimer’s disease, but which are still used in clinical practice. Some of these molecules have been evaluated in clinical trials demonstrating beneficial effects on cognition, but according to a questionable methodology and on poorly defined study populations, not exclusively including demented patients. These drugs were already investigating pathways other than cholinergic mechanisms. They illustrate the enormous gap between an attractive biological and pharmacological reality and their disappointing therapeutic efficacy.

The cholinergic approach can probably not provide any further progress than that achieved to date, but many questions remain unresolved and many points need to be elucidated.

1. The intensity of the response to treatment, which remains limited.
2. The concept of responders in the absence of predictive factors: this is an important issue, as the majority of patients do not obtain significant improvement of their symptoms, and the rationale for treatment and the value of continuing treatment are therefore entirely based on the results of clinical trials and the concept of stabilization by cholinesterase inhibitors compared to the natural history without treatment.
3. The marked cognitive and behavioural decline observed when treatment needs to be discontinued, explained by the high cholinesterase concentration in cholinergic synapses observed after several months of treatment with cholinesterase inhibitors. The problem of the protocol of replacement of one cholinesterase inhibitor by another, or even elaboration of a replacement treatment regimen, has not been resolved.
4. The correlation between the results of clinical trials, individual assessment of treatment in the doctor’s office and their extrapolation to daily life for this population of patients, who have a poor prognosis despite treatment.
5. The possibility of a preventive, neuroprotective approach and pharmacological management of early stages called mild cognitive impairment (MCI).
6. The efficacy on dimensions other than cognition: psychological and behavioural disorders, relational problems with the family, attentional processes, executive functions.
7. The extension to other forms of dementia, particularly frontotemporal dementia, in which cholinesterase inhibitors are not indicated [4].
8. The management of severe to very severe forms, not included in the MA, which nevertheless represent a large proportion of this population.
9 The choice between the various available cholinesterase inhibitors, which cannot be based on comparative clinical trials.

10 Evaluation of an additional contribution of nicotinic stimulation, the impact of the glutamatergic approach and therefore memantine [5] and the possible combination of these various molecules. A recent clinical trial has just evaluated the donepezil/memantine combination [6].

**New Methods**

Considerable progress has been made in the field of Alzheimer’s disease over the last two decades, in terms of diagnosis, particularly as a result of improved clinical and psychometric expertise, and treatment, with the arrival of symptomatic treatments. This progress has allowed validation of sensitive diagnostic and assessment criteria, but which must now be further improved. Progress in the basic understanding of the pathophysiology of Alzheimer’s disease and the development of relevant animal models have profoundly changed our view of Alzheimer’s disease and have led to the definition of different treatment objectives from those developed up until now. These objectives, to modify deterioration of the disease, to delay or even prevent its onset, inevitably lead to a review of the methodology resulting in major revisions of guidelines. In the light of current knowledge, these guidelines must be reviewed and adapted in terms of their qualitative diagnostic dimensions and their cognitive, psychological or behavioural dimensions.

One of the major barriers in the current development of new molecules is the definition of the therapeutic effect of potential drugs in Alzheimer’s disease. The methodology used for clinical trials of drugs for the treatment of dementias (Alzheimer’s disease, but also vascular dementias, Lewy body or Parkinson’s disease) is currently very rigid (study design, assessment scales, duration, choice of patients with moderately severe impairment), leading to the validation of ‘me-too’ molecules. The efficacy versus placebo is tested on cognitive criteria and global clinical evaluation (Food and Drug Administration criteria), essentially based on the demonstrated effects of cholinesterase inhibitors. To our knowledge, with the possible exception of the study evaluating the effects of vitamin E, no trial has really been designed with the main hypothesis of slowing disease progression, probably due to the difficulty in defining the possible ‘efficacy’ in this type of protocol [7].

---

### Table 1. Main characteristics of the four cholinesterase inhibitors currently on the market

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pharmacodynamic properties</th>
<th>Tacrine (Parke-Davis)</th>
<th>Donepezil (Eisai-Pfizer)</th>
<th>Rivastigmine (Novartis)</th>
<th>Galantamine (Janssen-Cilag)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mechanism of enzymatic inhibition</strong></td>
<td>non-competitive, reversible</td>
<td>non-competitive, reversible</td>
<td>non-competitive, irreversible slow</td>
<td>competitive, reversible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Duration of enzymatic inhibition</strong></td>
<td>short</td>
<td>short</td>
<td>intermediate</td>
<td>short</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pharmacokinetic properties</th>
<th>Tacrine (Parke-Davis)</th>
<th>Donepezil (Eisai-Pfizer)</th>
<th>Rivastigmine (Novartis)</th>
<th>Galantamine (Janssen-Cilag)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cmax, mg/l</strong></td>
<td>5.1 (10 mg); 20.7 (20 mg); 33.9 (30 mg)</td>
<td>7.2 (5 mg); 25.6 (10 mg)</td>
<td>5.07 (3 mg × 2); 14.1 (6 mg × 2)</td>
<td>66 (12 mg × 2); 137 (16 mg × 2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tmax, h</strong></td>
<td>1–2</td>
<td>3–5</td>
<td>0.5–2</td>
<td>0.9–2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AUC, µg/l-h</strong></td>
<td>2–4</td>
<td>539</td>
<td>15.4 (3 mg × 2); 55.9 (6 mg × 2)</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>T1/2, h</strong></td>
<td>1.3–7</td>
<td>50–80</td>
<td>0.6–2</td>
<td>7–8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bioavailability, %</strong></td>
<td>17–37</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>35–40</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Protein binding, %</strong></td>
<td>55</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Clearance, l/h/kg</strong></td>
<td>2.42</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>1.5 (6 mg × 2)</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Vd, l/kg</strong></td>
<td>3.7–5</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1.8–2.7</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Metabolism by cytochromes</strong></td>
<td>CYP1A2 + CYP2D6</td>
<td>CYP2D6 + CYP3A4</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>CYP2D6 + CYP3A4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Active metabolites</strong></td>
<td>1-hydroxytacrine</td>
<td>6-O-desmethyldonepezil</td>
<td>NAP-226-90</td>
<td>norgalantamine, sanguinine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Urinary excretion, %</strong></td>
<td>&lt;3</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>mainly (metabolite)</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Administration</th>
<th>Tacrine (Parke-Davis)</th>
<th>Donepezil (Eisai-Pfizer)</th>
<th>Rivastigmine (Novartis)</th>
<th>Galantamine (Janssen-Cilag)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dosage, mg/day</strong></td>
<td>80–160</td>
<td>5–10</td>
<td>6–12</td>
<td>16–24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dose adjustment</strong></td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Number of doses per day</strong></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2 or 3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Surveillance of hepatic enzymes</strong></td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Experimental Animal Models of Alzheimer’s Disease

Although the final objective of pharmacological research is the use of a molecule in man, animal experimentation is a mandatory step to generate hypotheses concerning pathophysiological mechanisms and potential pharmacological targets for Alzheimer’s disease and for the preclinical evaluation of new molecules. Many animal species were used up until the middle of the 1990s (monkeys, rodents, cats, dogs or even polar bears!) with more or less approximate reproduction of neuropathological lesions and/or clinical symptoms. The situation has radically changed since 1995 with the creation of transgenic mice, following the identification of a number of gene mutations which are involved in Alzheimer’s disease. Although these transgenic mice have facilitated progress in our understanding of the pathophysiological pathways involved in Alzheimer’s disease, the evaluation of new pharmacological molecules is hampered by the fact that these models only reproduce some of the neuropathological lesions or only part of the cognitive impairment observed in Alzheimer’s disease.

Which Models for Which Lesions?

Animal models of Alzheimer’s disease can be schematically classified into two categories: models inducing lesions of the neuronal pathways responsible for clinical symptoms, particularly memory, and transgenic models, in which the animals develop some of the neuropathological lesions or only part of the cognitive impairment observed in Alzheimer’s disease.

In lesion models, a toxic substance is injected into a cerebral region in order to destroy the neurons of a circuit involved in one of the cognitive functions altered in Alzheimer’s disease. The basal nucleus of Meynert constitutes a region of choice to destroy cholinergic neurons projecting onto the hippocampus. Toxic substances leading to neuronal cell death act via the pathophysiological mechanisms involved in Alzheimer’s disease: excitotoxicity for kainate or quinolinic acid, inflammation for lipopolysaccharide. Some lesion models use toxic substances that even more closely resemble the mechanisms of Alzheimer’s disease, such as injection of beta-amyloid protein (Aβ) into the hippocampus or administration of nerve growth factor (NGF) inhibitors. These agents can be administered by acute injection, but more frequently by chronic administration using mini-osmotic pump systems.

Many (about 50) transgenic models have been described and are able to reproduce either amyloid lesions or ‘taupathic’ lesions and neurofibrillary degeneration. These transgenic models, although closely reproducing pathophysiological mechanisms, are limited by the fact that they are not automatically accompanied by neuronal cell death. The prospects for the future consist of developing transgenic or knock-out animals comprising several manipulated molecular pathways (protein precursor of Aβ and presenilin; tau/Aβ interaction) or animals that are genetically modified for a molecular pathway regulating the constitution of the two types of pathological lesions (knock-out mice for NGF or transgenic mice for NGF antibody, for example). Transgenic models are often based on the discovery of a gene mutation only affecting a small fraction of patients suffering from Alzheimer’s disease, and these models are therefore not representative of ‘common’ sporadic Alzheimer’s disease.

These models are usually developed and investigated in ‘young’ animals, while age has an important effect on the development of the lesions. This criticism is formulated in relation to a large number of experimental models, but is particularly important in the case of Alzheimer’s disease because of the link between ageing and this disease. The presence of vascular risk factors also appears to play a considerable role, but is rarely taken into account in experimental models [8]. On the basis of these criticisms, the relevance of animal models of Alzheimer’s disease is often questioned, especially as the investigation of these models is associated with considerable methodological problems.

Which Investigations for Which Models?

Schematically, these models can be used for three types of investigations: evaluation of neuropathological lesions, understanding of neurochemical disorders and investigation of cognitive performance. In the first case, these models provide a better characterization of the mode of development and the molecular composition of the lesions, identification of new markers and investigation of the main pathophysiological pathways. The contribution of functional genomics and proteomics should facilitate progress in this field, by identifying new pathways which are positively or negatively regulated in the course of the disease. These methods of investigation of the genome and proteome should allow to identify new markers and new pharmacological targets able to induce neuroprotection. The main difficulty concerns the integration of these numerous data into a global theory, which would allow new relevant targets to be proposed more systematically. The study of the changes in neurotransmitter concentrations, particularly dopamine and sero-
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tonin, induced by these manipulations would help to elu-
cidate the behavioural modifications. The last level of
investigation concerns evaluation of cognitive perfor-
mances, especially memory functions, by appropriate
tests, for example: open field, Y-maze, water maze, ra-
dial arm maze and passive avoidance. Apart from the
difficulty in controlling for all factors of variability which
can influence or even interfere with the investigation of
behaviour, the abnormalities of cognitive functions ob-
erved during Alzheimer’s disease are not always reliably
reproduced in experimental models, as the methods of
investigation are only able to model some types of mem-
ory disorders, while other types not evaluated in these
models may be affected during Alzheimer’s disease. The
kinetics of onset of these disorders is also difficult to re-
produce in experimental models. Further progress obvi-
ously needs to be made in the choice of the batteries of
tests and the development of new paradigms, often asso-
ciated with methodological difficulties. The relevance of
in vitro studies of the long-term potentiation pheno-
non based on these in vivo models must also be deter-
mined. Functional imaging studies could provide a better
correlation between the level of the lesions and cognitive
decline, with the possibility of comparing experimental
and clinical data. Apart from cognitive disorders, psycho-
logical and behavioural disturbances also affect the symp-
tomatic course of the disease. This symptomatic level is
very rarely considered in models of Alzheimer’s disease,
although it represents a major challenge for pharma-
cological development.

Which Models for Which Types of Pharmacological
Evaluation?

In addition to characterization of the distribution and
composition of neuropathological lesions, which is essen-
tial to understand the pathophysiology of the disease,
these models must also have a primarily pharmacological
objective. Three types of pharmacological agents can or
could be evaluated in these models: neuroprotective
agents; cognition enhancers, and pharmacological agents
acting on psychological and behavioural disorders.

The use of functional genomics or proteomics should
generate new hypotheses in terms of neuroprotection
(such as growth factors) while also testing the neuropro-
ective potentials of already existing drug classes, wheth-
er they are prescribed for Alzheimer’s disease (nicotinic
agonists, glutamatergic antagonists) or for other diseases
(statins, fibrates). This preclinical type of pharmacologi-
cal approach raises the problem of early detection of any
acceptability problems of the molecule (see ‘Alzheimer’
immunization). It is important to clearly define the as-
essment criteria of a neuroprotective agent or a combi-
nation of neuroprotective agents in order to define the
predictability of the clinical efficacy of these therapeutic
strategies. This evaluation must combine morphological
and functional assessments on a battery of behavioural
tests, particularly memory tests.

A major challenge in the evaluation of pharmacologi-
cal agents with a symptomatic action would be to extrap-
olate to man the results of experimental evaluations of
drug combinations in relevant cognitive paradigms. The
interactions between the various neurotransmitter sys-
tems involved during Alzheimer’s disease prevent the
possibility of massive improvement of the patient’s cog-
nitive performances without combining several pharma-
cological agents modulating various neurotransmission
pathways. The investigation of disease models by func-
tional imaging, under pharmacological conditions, would
be very useful to make progress in this field.

What Are the Prospects in Terms of Models?

Various issues must be addressed in order to optimize
the use of disease models:

1. an improved knowledge of the pathophysiology of Alz-
heimer’s disease would allow the development of dis-
ease models in larger mammals, particularly primates,
in order to refine cognitive testing,
2. a clearer definition of the relevance in man of the re-
results obtained in transgenic mice,
3. development of new molecular investigation tools in
these models,
4. improvement of cognitive and psychobehavioural in-
vestigation tools and
5. definition of guidelines to more clearly define the pre-
dictability of preclinical tests.

Although some of these issues could rapidly have prac-
tical applications, others would be more difficult to
achieve and are common to all in vivo experimental
models.

In silico Models: The Virtual Neurochemical Brain

These techniques, currently at the stage of develop-
ment, are designed to integrate pharmacological data into
a mathematical model in order to simulate the central
nervous system disease, to help validate new targets and
to also allow pharmacodynamic simulation in the context
of drug combinations. This approach can be used to con-
stitute a virtual synaptic cleft and modify as desired the
frequency of neuronal discharge and receptor density and to introduce the profile of pharmaceutical molecules into this cleft in order to predict their effects, for example on neurotransmitter concentrations in the synaptic cleft. This method has been used to more clearly understand modulation of the nicotinic receptor by galantamine [9]. This model is able to demonstrate the difference between continuous stimulation of nicotinic receptors and modulation by the binding of an allosteric ligand and to evaluate the possibilities of modification of receptor sensitivity.

Another example concerns the neuro-inflammation observed in Alzheimer’s disease. On the basis of the scheme of interrelations between neurons, astrocytes and microglial cells, as shown in figure 1, it is possible to test in silico, using a spatiotemporal model, the relative value of blocking IL-1β or IL-6 in order to minimize neuronal cell death induced by amylloid substance.

Other developments are able to predict the effects of drugs on the dopamine concentration, a parameter that can be easily verified experimentally. A recent study has validated in silico simulation by the results obtained ex...

**Fig. 1.** Neuro-inflammation and Alzheimer’s disease: scheme of the model and visualisation screen.
vivo on striatal sections [10]. Finally, a last level of complexity allows modelling of the effect of drugs on the functioning of neuronal circuits, for example, on a model of the prefrontal cortex, tending to reproduce clinical reality in terms of attention and alertness.

Clinical Investigation

At the Stage of Diagnosis

The improvement and relative standardization of clinical examination procedures, particularly neuropsychological testing, have allowed specialized centres to achieve a diagnostic accuracy of 85–90% in Alzheimer's disease. However, our diagnostic approach still has a number of defects, especially nosographic or even conceptual, that were very well analysed by Derouesné [11]. The current diagnostic criteria for Alzheimer’s disease are those of dementia, i.e. a syndrome in which cognitive disorders are so severe that they induce loss of the subject’s autonomy. However, by definition, Alzheimer's disease appears and deteriorates progressively and the first clinical disorders are considered to appear at least 5–7 years before the development of true dementia. With the prospect of curative treatment, this disease must be diagnosed at an earlier stage, for example at the stage referred to as MCI. This diagnostic category, initially defined as comprising memory symptoms and pathological memory disorders, but relative sparing of other cognitive functions and the subject’s autonomy, could correspond to a pre-dementia stage of Alzheimer’s disease. The supporters of this concept report that the conversion rate to Alzheimer's disease is about 12% per year. However, other teams have emphasized the serious lack of precision of the diagnostic criteria, which currently makes MCI a factor predisposing to Alzheimer’s disease, rather than a real pre-dementia syndrome. Longitudinal studies are currently underway in order to more clearly define the pre-dementia stage of Alzheimer’s disease.

Biomarkers of Alzheimer’s Disease

Another approach to clinical research is designed to validate easily accessible, reproducible and specific peripheral markers of the course of the disease. The demonstration of laboratory, radiological or other markers and their evaluation as secondary endpoints (or even primary endpoints!) in the various clinical and therapeutic trials would present a number of advantages. In particular, they would allow:

1. greater homogeneity of the patient groups studied due to their diagnostic contribution,
2. the definition of surrogate endpoints evaluating the safety and efficacy of new molecules or specific pharmacodynamic effects,
3. evaluation of the effects of these various substances in terms of pharmacogenomics, to determine or verify the proposed mechanisms of action of these various substances,
4. subsequently, the development of original study designs, possibly shorter, and less constraining for patients,
5. evaluation of the value and the effects of combination treatments in preliminary exploratory trials,
6. conduct of proof of concept validation trials by advancing from an empirical methodology to projects based on mechanistic hypotheses and
7. enhancement of the quality and safety of the clinical development of a drug to reduce its duration and even to obtain more rapid responses in terms of potential efficacy and to decrease costs.

Laboratory Markers

Among the various markers described in the literature [12, 13], we can try to identify those which would improve diagnostic probability. Genetic markers are only useful in the small proportion of patients with hereditary Alzheimer’s disease related to gene mutations affecting amyloid precursor protein (APP) and presenilins 1 or 2. ApoE genotyping has limited value in individual patients. At the present time, by far the most effective laboratory tool appears to be cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) assay of the tau protein and beta-42 protein. The levels of tau protein are higher in the CSF of patients with Alzheimer’s disease, but there is an excessive overlap with CSF tau levels in control subjects. However, the specificity of this type of assay could be improved by assaying the hyperphosphorylated form of tau protein. The level of beta-42 protein, measured by means of a specific antibody, is decreased in patients with Alzheimer’s disease compared to controls, with a sensitivity of almost 100%, but a specificity of about 65%. These assays may simply remain adjuvants to the diagnosis, if their specificity cannot be improved. In addition, due to the technical difficulty of these tests (lumbar puncture, requiring hospitalization, and the difficulty in performing repeated examinations), they cannot constitute a first-line examination. One of the major problems in the development of a sensitive and specific laboratory marker is that a precise correlation has not yet been established between
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molecular and neuropathological changes and the various clinical phenotypes.

Imaging

Progress in cerebral imaging [14] concerns both morphological imaging (so-called routine visual evaluation, planimetry or more specifically volumetry) and functional imaging. At the stage of diagnosis, progress could be achieved with MR volumetry. MRI allows more detailed analysis of the temporal regions than brain CT scan. In group studies, more marked temporal atrophy is observed in patients with Alzheimer’s disease compared to age-matched healthy subjects. However, because of the extreme variability of the lesions and the fact that other diseases can also induce temporal atrophy, the presence of these signs in a given patient is relatively non-specific. The same applies to hippocampal atrophy. On the other hand, progression of this atrophy over time appears to be more informative and can be used to distinguish between the various stages of Alzheimer’s disease and between Alzheimer’s disease and MCI [15]. A number of studies have shown that hippocampal volume is reduced by 12% in all early forms of Alzheimer’s disease, by 20–30% in moderate forms of Alzheimer’s disease and by 30–40% in severe forms. The sensitivity of these measures would be 80–100% with a specificity of 80–95%. Atrophy even appears to occur before the first symptoms and the sensitivity of this technique could be increased by performing sequential volumetric measurements, for example at 6-month intervals. Accentuation of hippocampal atrophy precedes the first symptoms and accelerates after onset of symptoms. The reduction of hippocampal volume appears to be correlated with the cognitive and behavioural impairment, but it particularly appears to be more sensitive to evaluate deterioration of the disease [16, 17]. Volumetric markers could therefore constitute predictive elements and could provide a useful diagnostic contribution, but most importantly, they constitute markers or primary endpoints and no longer just surrogate endpoints (in the same way as in multiple sclerosis) to assess the effect of antineurodegenerative treatments.

Although MRI still has a limited place in the assessment of Alzheimer’s disease (cost, type of examinations, reproducibility of measurements, absence of recognized normative values), volumetric markers could eventually be used to establish prognostic indices, which would have a definitive diagnostic value at the presymptomatic stage, as well as a methodological value.

Other functional imaging techniques (perfusion, diffusion or functional MRI) are currently under evaluation and could also allow early detection of alterations of target regions, according to a profile suggestive of Alzheimer’s disease.

MR spectroscopy provides information about cerebral metabolism. It provides qualitative and quantitative data on cerebral distress. In Alzheimer’s disease, there is a reduction of the N-acetylaspartate/creatine ratio affecting the internal temporal lobe and an increase in myo-inositol [18] reflecting neuronal loss and a membrane lesion. These modifications occur early and are correlated with cognitive disorders. The increase in myo-inositol appears to be a constant finding in patients with MCI [19], but not in normal elderly subjects. Nevertheless, the use of these criteria in the context of individual diagnosis does not appear to be simple at the present time, as these abnormalities are relatively non-specific. The same applies to the broader context of a therapeutic trial, as data concerning the course of this parameter and its specificity are not available.

Positron emission tomography (PET) and single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) [20] also appear to be very sensitive to demonstrate the regions of the brain affected by Alzheimer’s disease and can therefore constitute an aid to the differential diagnosis. All of the various studies conducted with PET emphasize the early and constant reduction of metabolism in the parietotemporal and posterior cingulate associative cortex in Alzheimer’s disease and, most importantly, these changes are observed at the presymptomatic stage. Similar findings have been reported with SPECT, on which the presence of decreased perfusion in the cingulate gyrus associated with tau protein assay in CSF allows accurate ‘classification’ of patients with MCI who remain at the stage of MCI and those who progress to Alzheimer’s disease with a sensitivity of 88.5% and a specificity of 90% [21]. Although these studies cannot be performed as part of out-patient follow-up, they are useful in the context of development of specific drugs for Alzheimer’s disease, in which diagnostic criteria are particularly important.

The development of new techniques and new markers may allow in vivo demonstration of amyloid deposits using markers such as IBOX or thioflavine derivatives. However, due the limited availability of PET scan apparatuses and the prohibitive cost of this investigation, it is unlikely to be used in routine clinical practice, but these new markers could probably be eventually developed for SPECT, which is easier to perform while possibly providing comparable results.
At the Stage of Evaluation of Treatment

Neuropsychologists have developed increasingly sensitive and elaborate batteries of tests to assess cognitive functions at the stage of diagnosis. These tests include the Grober and Buschke test (RLI-16), the double memory test and autobiographical memory evaluation tests based on the most recent concepts of memory functioning (the course of memory with advancing age has recently been reviewed by Piolino [22]). Naming tests have also been developed for evaluation of language, such as the deno-100, specifically adapted to dementia. It is surprising that the methods of cognitive assessment used during therapeutic trials have barely advanced since the studies conducted on tacrine. The Alzheimer’s Disease Assessment Scale-cognitive subscale essentially provides quantitative information and is unable to assess the deficient processes. It provides a very poor assessment of executive functions and effortful processes, which nevertheless appear to be impaired early in the course of the disease. Tests such as the Clinician Interview-Based Impression of Change Plus Caregiver Input, which combines a clinical interview with simplistic cognitive tests, deserve to be revised in order to improve their sensitivity and relevance [23]. Most of the assessment scales used in the international literature date from the 1970s and 1980s, even the Severe Impairment Battery, recently used in advanced forms of dementia.

Evaluation of the effects of treatment can no longer ignore medico-social and pharmaco-economic aspects of treatment, in terms of reduction of caregiver burden and reduction of the duration of care, either by the caregiver or by nursing staff, and delayed institutionalization. In contrast, prescription of the available molecules constitutes a major burden for the budgets of health care structures: in Belgium, a doctor independent of the prescriber evaluates the benefit provided by cholinesterase inhibitors after 6 months, using the Alzheimer’s Disease Assessment Scale. Reimbursement is officially suspended if this benefit is not considered to be sufficient and treatment is stopped beyond a Mini Mental State Examination score of 12.

Therapeutic trials have emphasized the existence of responders and non-responders. It would be relevant, from an academic point of view but also for treatment, to more clearly determine the pharmacological, genomic and clinical basis in terms of predictive factors of this response.

By limiting the definition of Alzheimer’s disease to its purely cognitive aspects, we tend to neglect the psychological and behavioural aspects at the time of the diagnosis, but also in the context of evaluation of the effects of treatment. This overcognitive view of the disease explains the delay in emphasizing the favourable effects of cholinesterase inhibitors on psychological and behavioural disorders such as apathy, delusions, hallucinations, while the beneficial effect on memory was only limited (throwing doubt on the cholinergic hypothesis). The tools used to evaluate these mental disorders are often derived from psychiatry, but tools specific to dementia should be used, such as the Neuropsychiatry Inventory, which needs to be further refined to allow a more precise evaluation of certain emotional disorders or disturbances of consciousness, which have major repercussions on the patient’s family.

The definition of probable Alzheimer’s disease as supposedly pure Alzheimer’s disease excludes subsequent identification of cases of Alzheimer’s disease decompensated by concomitant diseases, in which therapeutic intervention could be rapidly effective (mixed, vascular and degenerative forms, Lewy body forms of Alzheimer’s disease). From this point of view, studies such as the Syst-Eur study open interesting therapeutic prospects, which need to be confirmed and especially completed by a more precise analysis of the cognitive and behavioural benefits of vascular treatments (e.g. dosages, limits of risk factors).

New Treatments

Despite considerable progress, especially in the field of genetics, it must be acknowledged that no major breakthroughs have been made at the cellular and molecular levels that are likely to lead to a revision of our therapeutic strategies for Alzheimer’s disease, essentially based, at the present time, on cholinergic stimulation. However, although it is somewhat utopian to imagine finding a cure for this disease, it is nevertheless true that the considerable challenges to society would justify the development of interventions designed to delay the onset of the disease or slow its course (disease modifiers) by maintaining a relative autonomy of the patients. It is now generally accepted that, as this disease is predominantly age-related, by assuming that disease-modifying strategies are more rapid than the growth of life expectancy, the number of cases would be dramatically decreased, as suggested by epidemiological data.

Consequently, without losing sight of the possibility of curative treatment, the treatment objective should now be primarily focussed on symptomatic treatments in or-
order to improve current results and especially on the aspects of prevention/slowing of the disease process. In this context, the prospects of research can be defined according to three main axes: firstly, an approach based on cholinergic transmission to improve current symptomatic treatments; secondly, a specific approach related to the mechanisms of the lesions, essentially concerning accumulation of Aβ peptide and neurofibrillary formations, and finally an even more prospective approach, designed to slow the neurodegenerative process. In this last case, neuroprotection must target the potential mechanisms of cell death, which have not yet been completely elucidated in the case of Alzheimer’s disease. Finally, ‘repair’ strategies must also be considered, but, although it is currently in the news, this approach, based on the use of transfected or non-transfected stem cells for the purposes of transplantation, remains very theoretical.

Potentiation of Deficient Cholinergic Transmission

The deficiency of cholinergic transmission in Alzheimer’s disease is an established fact. Apart from tacrine, the use of new generations of cholinesterase inhibitors gives satisfactory results, particularly at the early stages of the disease, without any major adverse effects. The second strategy designed to stimulate cholinergic transmission is based on the potential administration of cholinergic receptor agonists [24–27]. Several muscarinic receptor agonists have been tested, such as arecoline or xanomeline, with varying degrees of success. In this field, the development of nicotinic agonists respecting the structural specificity of receptors mainly present in cortical and hippocampal structures (especially forms rich in α4 and α7 subunits) could constitute an interesting therapeutic approach. This line of research is developed by some pharmaceutical companies, but the approach to this problem nevertheless appears somewhat simplistic, particularly in relation to the complexity of cortical and hippocampal neuronal lesions, which are not simply limited to cholinergic degeneration. Furthermore, the specific distribution of cholinergic circuits to many cerebral regions will have repercussions on other neurotransmitters and will be reflected by clinical effects, such as those observed during the use of cholinesterase inhibitors.

Limit the Lesions of Alzheimer’s Disease

Three main types of lesions are observed, but their specificity in relation to Alzheimer’s disease and their correlation with behavioural disorders and cognitive impairment have obviously not been clearly demonstrated: the formation of senile plaques predominantly composed of Aβ peptide; the formation of neurofibrillary degeneration, in which the tau protein is predominant, and inflammatory lesions with the development of a glial reaction composed of proliferation of microglia and hypertrophy of certain astrocytes. At the present time, attempts to limit these lesions are essentially focussed on Aβ peptide with 3 major objectives: limit the synthesis of the peptide; limit its aggregation, and ‘dissolve’ these aggregates.

Progress in our understanding of the metabolism of Aβ protein and its precursor, APP, has led to the development of strategies designed to block the pathological metabolic pathway leading to the formation of Aβ peptide, involving β-secretases (β-site APP cleaving enzyme) or γ-secretases (whose activity is modulated by presenilins), versus the ‘normal’ pathway using α-secretases, regulated by protein kinase C. Four major strategies have been proposed to prevent the formation and accumulation of Aβ peptide [28–30].

1 Immunization with a synthetic Aβ peptide, which continues to be a line of research despite the various difficulties encountered, especially in clinical trials. The toxicity of Aβ peptide, especially in relation to synapses (synaptosis), can be explained by soluble intermediate oligomers, which now appear to be the preferential target of therapeutic antibodies [31]. This extremely promising line of research in transgenic mice overexpressing Aβ protein (memory disorders, evaluated in the water maze, were improved by the vaccine) may not be completely abandoned if the risk of encephalitis can be controlled [32].

2 The use of β-sheet breaker peptide analogues, which bind to Aβ to reduce its aggregation, as the β-sheet structure contributes to make the Aβ protein insoluble.

3 Pharmacological inhibition of γ-secretases.

4 Modulation of the activity of presenilins.

Apart from immunization, pharmacological inhibition of β- and γ-secretases is also under development, for example by using certain peptides derived from calpains, cathepsins or non-peptide derivatives that are in the process of being identified. It should also be noted that a reduction of the formation of Aβ peptide can be obtained by modulating the activity of α-secretases of the ‘normal’
pathway leading to the formation of a soluble protein, especially by stimulation of mGluR1 (linked to stimulation of the PLC pathway), excitatory amino acid (EAA) or M1 or M3 muscarinic receptors.

Finally, in relation to the potential limitation of aggregation of Aβ peptide, Bush [33] reported that, in vitro, copper and zinc are two elements that promote aggregation related to the formation of senile plaques. In view of the increased cerebral concentrations of these two metals with age, it appears logical that limitation of copper and zinc concentrations in the brain could help to limit the formation of Aβ peptide deposits and subsequent plaque formation. This observation is the basis for apparently successful attempts to reduce amyloid deposits in transgenic mice overexpressing APP, as well as other trials whose results have not yet been published, involving cloroquinol, an antibiotic withdrawn from the market following cases of subacute myelo-optic neuropathy, but known to bind copper and zinc and decrease their cerebral concentrations in Alzheimer’s disease [34]. Other metal chelators, such as deferoxamine, would have similar properties. Although it is difficult to draw any definitive conclusions, this strategy deserves further investigation, as it appears to be a simple and inexpensive way to influence abnormal APP metabolism. It is interesting that encouraging results on solubilization of the prion protein have been obtained with quinacrine, but have already been invalidated in clinical trials.

No significant development in terms of therapeutic progress has been made in the field of the tau protein and neurofilaments, possibly more directly related to neuronal cell death in Alzheimer’s disease. Hyperphosphorylation of the tau protein is one possible approach involving protein kinases [35] and tau proteins could be influenced by actions on the cytoskeleton, possibly by means of cytochalasins. In this context, various protein kinase inhibitors, such as staurosporin, or agents acting indirectly on phosphorylation, such as lithium or benzimidazoles, could present a therapeutic value which remains to be evaluated. Research is currently underway to discover specific inhibitors of cdk5 and GSK3A [36].

Finally, in the field of lesions, the inflammatory process that accompanies plaque formation can be modulated by non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs. Consequently, in addition to microglial proliferation, some authors have considered Alzheimer’s disease to resemble a state of ‘chronic’ inflammation, marked by high levels of cytokine production, especially IL-1 and IL-6. Although a real therapeutic action cannot be evaluated at the present time, it is possible that aspirin, ibuprofen or indomethacin could have beneficial effects to ‘slow’ the pathological process, as proposed by some authors. Interestingly, the ‘protective’ action of these anti-inflammatory drugs could interfere with the cell death process, for example via cyclo-oxygenase inhibition (Cox-2 inhibitors) or by an increase in the Bax factor, key steps in the apoptotic process. The finding that anti-inflammatory treatments would be useful in the prevention of Alzheimer’s disease, but not in patients with diagnosed Alzheimer’s disease, suggests that neuro-inflammatory disease would play an important role at the presymptomatic stage [37].

Towards Effective Neuroprotection?

Strictly speaking, the field of neuroprotection extends beyond the field of Alzheimer’s disease, but it clearly concerns both acute degenerative diseases, such as stroke, as well as neurodegenerative diseases. It would therefore be useful to study the mechanisms of neuronal degeneration in order to try to limit the effects of this process. This is a rapidly expanding field of research and the main pathways investigated have recently been described in the literature. In the context of Alzheimer’s disease, the development of ways of prolonging the asymptomatic stage of the disease or slowing progression in symptomatic patients in order to prolong their autonomy would be of major benefit to society. However, the mechanisms of neuronal degeneration have not yet been elucidated, although it is generally accepted, probably somewhat excessively, that apoptosis plays a major role in this process.

Replacement Strategies

Although, once again, it is difficult to speak of prevention of Alzheimer’s disease, it is nevertheless accepted that certain replacement strategies could contribute to reduce the incidence of the disease. First of all, a conventional approach consists of oestrogens and more generally certain steroids or derivatives, such as DHEA. There is an intense controversy in this field concerning the real beneficial effects and disadvantages of this type of treatment. Hormone replacement therapy (HRT) for post-menopausal women was originally considered to be able to decrease the age-related risk of Alzheimer’s disease (possibly by delaying the process?) or slow progression of the disease in demented patients, but Smith et al. [38] showed that HRT could be an aggravating factor. These limited observations could possibly be related to the trophic effects of these hormones related to development or
characterized in vitro in cell models. However, it is unlikely that neuroprotection could have a specific action in the context of Alzheimer’s disease.

Similarly, administration of cocktails of antioxidants (such as vitamin A – retinol, vitamin C – ascorbic acid, vitamin E – α-tocopherol, coenzyme Q or Ginkgo biloba extracts), but also melatonin or SOD mimetics and other radical oxygen species scavengers, is designed to reduce the harmful effects of free radicals, based on the hypothesis of the role played by certain forms of oxidative stress in neuronal cell death. This hypothesis is currently very popular in the context of neuroprotection, however more in relation to other neurodegenerative diseases, such as Parkinson’s disease, than Alzheimer’s disease. In the context of the possible effects of antioxidants, we should also note the potential action of selegiline, a type B monoamine oxidase inhibitor that has also been described to exert neurotrophic effects.

Other proposed replacement strategies use Ginkgo biloba, but, in this context, for its potential effects on membrane fluidity, which facilitates intercellular communication, or even certain approaches designed to reduce the high levels of homocysteine, which appear to be a risk factor for Alzheimer’s disease, especially by vitamin B supplements (B₆, B₁₂), promoting the metabolism of excess homocysteine.

Finally, the cholesterol-lowering effects of statins are considered to be associated with a reduction of the age-related risk of Alzheimer’s disease. The most likely hypothesis for this effect is that of an increased risk of Alzheimer’s disease in patients with hypercholesterolaemia, linked to the risk of cardiovascular disease, which also appears to increase the risk of dementia.

**Neuroprotection against Excitotoxicity**

This approach consists of developing objective ways to limit a mechanism of neuronal cell death likely to result from excessive excitatory neurotransmission, involving EAs, especially glutamate, major neurotransmitters of the central nervous system and therefore act on Alzheimer’s disease [39]. This type of degenerative process has been implicated in several neurodegenerative diseases, such as amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), Huntington’s disease, certain aspects of Parkinson’s disease and in many ischaemic, anoxic or post-traumatic processes. The role of EAs can be considered to be either causal or reactive. Although, in some cases, a disturbance of the glutamatergic synapse is considered to be directly responsible for cytotoxic levels of extracellular glutamate, it has also been demonstrated that, in other situations, an excess of extracellular glutamate is the result of a more general deficit of cellular and especially membrane metabolism, for example in the context of anoxic processes.

As the neurons that degenerate in Alzheimer’s disease are mainly hippocampal and cortical neurons, i.e. mainly glutamatergic neurons, the essential question is not whether or not excitotoxicity plays a real role in Alzheimer’s disease, but to determine why these neurons present a particular susceptibility to the degenerative process and the ways in which they can be protected from this process.

The answer to these questions is very complex. Theoretically, the most effective neuroprotection strategies are not necessarily the most sophisticated, although it appears utopian to try to apply them in the context of treatment of Alzheimer’s disease. The most promising approaches, at the present time, are based on reduction of the excitation process, for example by promoting GABAergic inhibitory neurotransmission. An illustration of this approach is the potential value of direct or indirect GABAergic agonists, such as propofol, valproic acid or felbamate, but which would be more effective in acute diseases, and riluzole that acts as a glutamatergic inhibitor, globally reducing glutamatergic transmission.

Any discussion of neuroprotection must also include EAA receptor antagonists, targeting NMDA ionotropic receptors or non-NMDA ionotropic receptors. In this context, apart from the problems associated with the use of MK 801 and ketamine, the recent introduction of memantine as a treatment for severe forms of Alzheimer’s disease due to its non-competitive NMDA receptor antagonist action raises the question of its real neuroprotective efficacy and the benefit obtained, while also raising the issue of a possible deterioration of the deficit of NMDA transmission related to the disease and its consequences on synaptic plasticity in terms of memorization related to long-term potentiation. The same applies to the use of AMPAkines, modulators of non-NMDA receptors.

The recent demonstration of the potential neuroprotective effects of metabotropic glutamate receptor mGlur₅ antagonists or, on the contrary, glutamate receptor mGlur₂/₃ agonists appears to open up new therapeutic strategies in Alzheimer’s disease. These pharmacological agents targeted to mGlur receptors have been found to be effective in animal models and in vitro, but it is clear that these models do not correspond to the pathological processes of Alzheimer’s disease. The effects induced by stimulation of mGlur₂/₃ receptors could be indirect, resulting from increased production of growth factors by
astrocytes. In any case, the role of EAA metabotropic receptors in neuroprotection is a very promising line of research that deserves thorough investigation.

Before discussing the innovative field of the role of astrocytes and glutamate transporters in the neurodegenerative process, we should mention two lines of research related to the cytotoxicity of EAAs: one line of research is investigating ionized calcium as an effector of neuronal cell death by apoptosis and the other concerns a possible endogenous neuroprotective action of adenosine acting as an EAA ‘cotransmitter’, at least in some neuronal systems. In the first case, the use of calcium antagonists, such as nimodipine, has been recommended for a long time. However, in the context of Alzheimer's disease, this strategy does not appear to have given any major results. In the current state of knowledge, EAA receptors, mainly NMDA receptors, are the only receptors whose functioning results in massive calcium influx into the cell. Limiting the intracellular effects of calcium therefore corresponds to limiting the action of NMDA receptors, especially when they are overactive.

The neurobiological basis for the role of adenosine is as follows: in some neuronal systems using EAA such as neurotransmitter, it is generally accepted that neurons actually corelease both glutamate and adenosine. In this context, adenosine is considered to be an agent limiting the effects of glutamate, by acting on at least two levels: at the presynaptic level by limiting the release of glutamate via a mechanism involving presynaptic receptors and at the postsynaptic level by antagonizing the effects of stimulation of EAA receptors by specific type A1/A2 purinergic receptors. Limiting the synaptic elimination of adenosine by pharmacologically blocking its reuptake or stimulating purinergic receptors corresponds to promoting this endogenous inhibitory mechanism of glutamatergic transmission. Some encouraging in vitro results have been reported, but this hypothesis still needs to be tested in situations more closely resembling neurodegenerative processes.

In the field of excitotoxicity, data are currently converging to make EAA transports involved in the synaptic inactivation of neurotransmitters a potential target for neuroprotective agents. The studies by Rothstein et al. [40] were the first to suggest a defect of inactivation by reuptake in the degenerative process related to certain forms of ALS, following the identification and cloning of the main subtypes of transporters (the three main subtypes are called EAAT1, EAAT2 and EAAT3). Endogenous glutamate now clearly appears to have a cytotoxic action [41]. A defect of elimination of EAA can therefore contribute to neurodegenerative processes. However, in the current state of knowledge, there is a major obstacle to this proposal: it is pharmacologically possible to block EAA transporters, but they cannot be stimulated. Studies on the glutamatergic synapse have recently led to the proposal of a new mechanism of cell death possibly resulting from a defect of inactivation by reuptake of EAA [42]. Investigation of the cellular localization of EAA transporters has demonstrated that the various transporter subtypes each have a more or less specific localization and tissue expression. The EAAT1 transporter (also called GLAST) is mainly located in cerebellar astrocytes rather than neurons. The EAAT2 transporter (GLT1) is also located in astrocytes, but presents a large cerebral distribution, especially in the cortex and hippocampus. Finally, the EAAT3 transporter (EAAC1) is, on the contrary, located on neurons and is expressed by postsynaptic neurons at central glutamatergic synapses (fig. 2). The results of a whole series of in vitro studies conducted on astrocyte cultures clearly show that inhibition of EAA transporters induces astrocyte death via a mechanism independent of excitotoxicity, corresponding to an oxidative process involving free radicals [43].

Neuroprotection and Growth Factors

In theory, the field of growth factors is extremely promising to limit neurodegenerative processes. Most recent discoveries show a certain specificity of the main families of these factors in relation to phenotypically identified neuronal populations, such as the action of brain-derived neurotrophic factor or certain neurotrophins in relation to dopaminergic neurons or even NGF in relation to cholinergic neurons, for example. This field is obviously more complex than initially imagined and identification of these growth factors is currently underway, with particular attention to characterization of the receptor subtypes related to these various factors. The idea of promoting neurotrophic effects by providing neurons with the growth factors that are possibly deficient should therefore prove to be an effective strategy to ‘salvage’ certain populations susceptible to either one of these neurodegenerative processes. Theoretically, however, this approach is limited by an obvious obstacle: the peptide nature of these growth factors is not compatible with systemic administration. Research scientists are therefore trying to produce non-peptide analogues that can be administered to patients (and which are more stable in relation to the action of peptidases) and are also trying to develop ‘vectors’ allowing access of peptide factors to the central nervous system. This field of research is very active [44], but the results to
date appear to be very disappointing, despite the discovery of several interesting molecules, such as TrKB receptor agonists, or glial cell line-derived neurotrophic factor analogues, such as neurturin or the potential use of cells that are transfected in vitro and secondarily transplanted and able to produce growth factors as required.

An alternative strategy therefore consists of indirectly promoting the production of growth factors from cells that naturally synthesize these factors in the nervous system, especially astrocytes. Pharmacological stimulation of certain EAA-type mGluR receptors, described above, is one of the strategies based on this approach. Similarly, AMPAkinases could have similar effects, in the same way as certain neuropeptides or their analogues, such as VIP, which stimulates the production of various growth factors, or even possibly and more surprisingly, lithium. This field of research, which once again places glial cells and especially astrocytes, but also endothelial cells, at the centre of the process, is certainly an interesting approach, but it is only in the very early stages and progress in this field should be followed very closely.

Cell Therapy and Gene Therapy

This very topical field of research must be discussed, if only briefly. In the current state of research, two strategies have been proposed. The first method, as suggested above, consists of using in vitro transfected cells, possibly immortalized to continually produce peptide factors or proteins which could compensate for the deficient endogenous biosynthesis. This is the case for growth factors, for example, but this strategy could also include the production of antibodies able to block the action of certain deleterious factors. For example, in an animal model, it has recently been possible to block the action of an endogenous inhibitory factor of nerve regeneration in the motor system after a lesion, a myelin-inhibitory factor, by transf-
plating transfected cells secreting antibodies that neutralize the action of this factor. This field should continue to develop in view of the widespread use of gene transfection techniques, but it raises the question of the nature and the origin of the cells used for transfection and transplantation, as well as the problems of their potential rejection and the risks related to the transfection process, which generally uses viruses.

A second strategy has been proposed more recently, using stem cells. This approach is also based on two types of strategies. The first one proposed is designed to use embryonic stem cells, which, once the process has been fully mastered, could eventually be differentiated in vitro prior to implantation, as ad hoc cells. However, this strategy also raises the problem of the origin of the cells and the associated immune process. A second strategy would consist of using ‘adult’ embryonic cells, ideally taken from the patient himself, differentiated to form the missing neurons and subsequently transplanted into the same patient. Maybe one day, it will be possible to promote cell division, differentiation and migration in situ. In the cases of Alzheimer’s disease, without claiming to be able to replace all of the cortical neurons, it is nevertheless reasonable to imagine stimulation of neurogenesis in the hippocampus where the mechanisms are starting to be elucidated, which would have beneficial effects on certain cognitive functions, at least in the early stages of the disease [45].

**Most Promising Lines of Research**

This review of the possibilities of promoting new strategies for the treatment of Alzheimer’s disease does not pretend to be exhaustive, but is simply designed to highlight several lines of research that have developed as a result of progress of our knowledge in the fields of neurobiology and molecular pharmacology. Consequently, other approaches not discussed above are not considered to be less important, but their potential use appears to be less specific at the present time, e.g. intervention on the signalling pathways that direct cell death and the apoptotic process, which could usefully adopt caspase inhibitors [46]. A surprising example in this context is the caspase inhibitors [47], which is currently under investigation in Huntington’s disease and ALS [48]. Other possible interventions could be designed to stimulate the cAMP pathway, especially by using phosphodiesterase inhibitors or by using factors with trophic effects such as EPO, or more indirect interventions designed to stimulate behavioural effects, such as stimulation of the dopaminergic transmission involved in the regulation of cognitive functions and attentional processes, or serotonergic stimulation, which could play a central role in neuroplasticity and stimulation of secondary neurogenesis in adults.

Many lines of research are therefore underway, but, at the moment, they simply remain lines of research and not yet therapeutic strategies, with the notable exception of cholinergic stimulation. A better understanding of the basic mechanisms underlying cerebral functioning and the pathological processes responsible for Alzheimer’s disease would therefore provide us with the means to propose more effective management of patients, probably based on effective delay of the expression of the disease, if it cannot be eradicated [49].

**Conclusion**

Ethically, the announcement of a diagnosis of Alzheimer’s disease implies that a treatment must be proposed. Similarly, any financial commitment to basic or clinical research should only be allocated when the main lines of this research are clearly justified. The present review demonstrates that these two postulates are real despite a certain degree of dissatisfaction in relation to current treatments and especially a considerable perplexity concerning the multitude of potential biochemical targets for the drugs of tomorrow. The essential issue at the present time is to accelerate the innovation process by forming a multidisciplinary alliance around and against this scourge. The objectives of such an alliance are clear and threefold: restore the patient’s intellectual functions, delay or even prevent institutionalization, help to optimize and humanize the last decades of life.

Operatively or pragmatically, dichotomous discussions must be a thing of the past (for example: symptomatic versus cytoprotection; tau versus amyloid) and every effort must be made to evaluate all hypotheses, however varied. A multidisciplinary approach, ranging from research on the neuron (or synapse) to social (or population) issues, should allow progress in the pharmacology of Alzheimer’s disease and therefore its treatment. The ideal treatment could be a combination of molecules directed against several targets or a molecule with several valences.
Philosophically, the current disappointment of pharmacologists can be formulated by the observation that all drugs presently in use or under evaluation in Alzheimer’s disease are old molecules: e.g. tacrine, metrifonate, memantine, clioquinol or minocycline. A change of direction in pharmacological innovation can only be achieved by totally revising the principles of the philosophy governing current research, largely inspired by the logical atomism of Wittgenstein with a risk of a fragmented or partial vision of reality. If only the mythical story of Pygmalion could repeat itself in pharmacological research: ‘By dint of loving care and desire, the statue came to life in his arms’ [50].
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